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INTRODUCTION:
Architecture Ukraine is a residency program organised by
Izolyatsia (Platform for Cultural Initiatives) for summer 2015.
Izolyatsia aims to invite ten inventive professionals from the
fields of architecture, art, data visualisation and science in both
physical and digital media. The project seeks to assemble an international mix of creative individuals, ready to collaborate on new
ways of ‘living’ in the 21st century. The emphasis will be on opensource thinking and collaboration between disciplines. Research
will focus on the social and physical fabric of a ‘settlement’
set within the context of 21st century urban development. Big data
and in-depth exploration provide the necessary foundations, for
a constructive exchange or the establishment of baseline values.
Visualising this data provides an opportunity to reveal an untold
story within our world of perceived reality. It’s about learning,
analysing and proposing a definite set of values in order to form
a system, applicable to a lessor or greater spectrum of human society. Izolyatsia seeks to partner with both local and international
professionals and organisations to carry out the study.
For the Summer 2015 program, Eastern Ukraine is chosen as a
case study, more specifically the city of Mariupol and the network
of cities within the war zone that adjoins with Russia.

THE STORY SO FAR:
More than a year has passed since the public protests in
Maidan Square, demanded closer European integration. Since then
Ukraine and its people have suffered a nightmare scenario-involving
continental Europe in a hybrid war with Russia who’s use of tactics
reminiscent of the old Soviet doctrine ‘maskirovka’ has outwitted
the Nato Alliance. Russia’s manipulation of the world’s media and
a diverse spectrum of public opinion from many different countries
cloud reality and the truth. It is a geopolitical disaster exploitative of the ‘grey’ area between war and peace, and it knows
no ending for now.

The context of the war is much larger than just Ukraine and
Russia; it’s a global event, focused on Europe and its inability
to act/react. These so-called Hybrid wars are being pioneered by
Vladimir Putin’s administration. It’s a form of intervention, which
Europe and the World are failing to counter. Contemporary governments and political systems lack ‘processing speed’ to model and
analyse global events influencing societies - a strategical game of
high power. Society and the physical fabric we perceive as reality
lies entrapped in the middle. The projects aim to study the possibility of ‘acting’ against such forms of high power, through data
and interventions, which create a more self-aware and protective
public domain.

On the 9th of June Izolyatsia’s territory
was occupied by Russian terrorists. The foundation was hosted there from April 2010, establishing the largest contemporary culture organisation
in Eastern Ukraine, with partnerships across the
world. Since then Izolyatsia has moved to Kiev.
The foundation has redefined its mission to that
of nomadic intervention. It has a much wider agenda focusing on education, social research and activism (through projects like the Donbass Studies,
Zahoplenya, IZOLAB, IZIN and IZONE). Activities
have a wide national and international spectrum
of interests. Our territory remains seized by the
DNR, and many of our most valuable artistic and
historic assets remain lost forever, but never the
less our bright minds keep working for a better
future.

PROJECT BRIEF:
The Architecture Ukraine residency program is designed to
raise social awareness, through physical and digital intervention
within the city or a network of cities, affected by the current war.
We are looking for all forms of creative expression that would in
one way or another improve the lives of the people in these cities.
Nevertheless, the residency workshop period is that of a collective
effort. Throughout the eight week period, frequent research trips,
reviews, events, lectures and workshops will take place. The data
collection will reveal and define the scope of the proposals. This
information will be displayed in a pop-up exhibition, to mark the
end of the residency. However during the following year, participants can implement their projects as a part of a larger analysis /
publication / exhibition on the outcomes of the inventive process.
Participants are asked to take a step back, study and gather
data on the makeup of the urban conurbation and to investigate an
aspect of social ‘fabric’ or ‘phenomena’. Careful examination of
all of the layers will reveal the immense complexity of an urban
system. The residency program provides the logistical framework in
partnership with educational and cultural establishments. Understanding the context in a holistic way provides the necessary setting for an unexpected positive ‘thought shift’. The final proposals or systems shall be built or established through classical or
digital fabrication methods.
The basis of the residency has its origin in academia and
science with a significant data and educational scope, a mind opening experience, that will make you think and act differently.

The city of Mariupol within Eastern Ukraine

PROJECT BRIEF KEYWORDS:
The applicants are asked to submit a project based on one or
more of the keywords in the context of ‘architecture’ and the case
city - Mariupol together with a data visualisation concept for the
study idea. The applicants are expected to have knowledge of the
city and Ukraine, or show an active interest in developing one. We
shall select ten of brightest proposals, and Izolyatsia will enable
the study within the local context and provide support throughout
the residency period.
Participants must be aware of the critical issues affecting
the future of industrialised cities in eastern Ukraine. There is a
looming and very real problem. The decline of industry and historical purpose prompt an urgent need for new identity and function reflected in their socio-economic demographic and the built environments that support these structures. Future cities will be ‘smart’
connected conurbations, efficient and energy conscious, serviced by
modern infrastructure and environmental systems dedicated to limiting pollution. Creative capital and ‘soft power’ may be a driver
for future prosperity and renewal...or not! Whatever the case, authorities need to understand what they have. For instance, is there
a historical precedent, is it preserved or not? Can a language of
local identity be defined, a vernacular that if present is vanishing before our eyes as cheap short term fixes get implemented by
regimes lacking in vision and fortitude.

MARIUPOL KEYWORDS:
vernacular and identity - a visual language, urban planning
and strategic thinking, regeneration, succession, enterprise
zones, creative hubs and clusters
STUDY IDEA KEYWORDS:
religion, history, politics, economy, society, art, culture,
urban development, housing for war and disaster, science,
education, defence, future, borders, open source, mapping,
oligarchs, industry, connections, ecology, natural resources, public space, design, system thinking, furniture, tools,
electronics and space, computer science, nano technology,
robotics, sound...

The city of Mariupol (industrial areas in grey)
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PROJECT OUTCOMES:
Publication
The publication of the
residency will be both an overview of the process and its outcomes. It will also be a research
document of data and facts that
can be used as scientific baseline information in future projects for Izolyatsia. All the material of the residency process,
workshops, events and further
project
proposal
developments
will be used to set a manifesto
for future strategies in the making of inventive post industrial
cities. It sets a precedent for
a positive shift towards public
thinking.
Data
visualisations
form the core message of the publication.

Digital Platform
The interactive digital
platform represents the core of
the publication. It also allows
connection to other online resources, stream live data, and
can be used as a tool for the
expansion and continuity of the
project after the end of the residency period. In the future it
could be used as a research platform for academic purposes.

Exhibition and Prototypes
The residency program will
be manifest in the final exhibition of the studied material and
developed proposals. Izolyatsia
and its partners will cover the
production costs of the exhibition. The exhibition will be developed as a travelling installation to be displayed in different
international institutions. It
will tell the story of Architecture Ukraine. Intellectual and
property rights will be negotiated individually based on the
proposals of the participants.

PROJECT PARTICIPATION:
Participants:
The participants are selected through an open call and by
select invitation. The selection of the candidates will be carried
out by the team of curators and a representative from Izolyatsia.
Experts and partners:
The program aims to establish collaboration between local
and international experts through workshops, juries, lectures and
events and involve partners from local and international organisation and universities to support the academic grounding of the
project.

KEY DATES:
Open call for participants: 17/04/2015 - 31/05/2015
Participant confirmation: 06/06/2015
Residency start: 06/07/2015 (TBC)
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